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NuLife acknowledges each of 
you for your singular devotion 

and commitment to NuLife. 

Thank you for your hard work 
through a challenging 2021!
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NuLife Journey

2004 2005 2006

201420162017

2018 2019

•	Company Limited by 
Guarantee

•	NuLife at Little India 
Arcade, Serangoon 

Road

•	National Council 
of Social Service 
(NCSS) member

•	NuLife at 
Blk 226A Ang Mo 

Kio Ave 3

•	Giro payment for 
donations

•	Audited	financial	
statements online

•	IPC (Institutions of 
a Public Character) 

status from The 
Commissioners of 

Charity

•	President’s Challenge 
2017	beneficiary

•	Pioneer Generation and 
Palliative Care Project

•	Community Chest Support Fund 
beneficiary

•	U Matter

•	“I Am Fine”, suicide awareness 
and prevention with Samaritans 

of Singapore (SOS)

•	Website redesign

•	NuLife at Manhattan House  
at Chin Swee Road

•	Volunteer Recognition Function

•	“The Invisible Struggle”, a symposium on 
depression and mood disorders

•	Research team set up to conduct ongoing 
research on U Matter

2002
Sole Proprietor 

Company

Care & Counselling Services
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2007 2008 2009

2010201220132014

2020

•	Board of Directors 
elected

•	 Social	Service	Directory	
ranked as Top 5 best 
seller in The	Sunday	

Times

•	Collaborations with 
religious organisations and 

Social Service Agencies

•	NuLife is on 
Facebook

•	Charity status from the NCSS

•	Robinhood off the ground

•	NuLife at Serangoon 
Community Club at 

Serangoon North Ave 2

•	First Annual 
Report

•	Giro payment for 
donations

•	Audited	financial	
statements online

•	NuLife back in the Serangoon 
heartlands at Blk 153A 
Serangoon North Ave 1

•	NuLife board renewed

•	Ambassador, 
Champion and Honeykidz 

workshops for NuLife 
volunteers

2021
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Our Motto
Don’t Find Fault,  
Find a Remedy.

Our Vision
For our organisation to be a notch above 
others; where you can expect genuine and 
affordable assistance because we are willing to 
take on any kind of challenge, no matter who 
needs our expertise and help.

Our Mission
To stretch out a helpful, professional hand to anyone 
in need of counselling, support or intervention 
regardless of age, sex, race, nationality, religion or 
language.

Volunteer 
Statement
Encourage synergies to build communities through sharing: 
optimise each volunteer’s unique knowledge, talent and 
passion for change to make a direct and positive impact and 
further NuLife’s vision to value each individual and assist 
him in the most caring, professional manner possible and 
pay it forward.

Who We Are 
   and What We Do
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NuLife Clients

320

997

2,192

3,203

2006

2007

2008

2009

4,258

8,400

13,013

16,429

5,050

9,235

14,090

17,934

6,180

11,990

15,070

7,290

2010

2014

2017

2020

2011

2015

2018

2021

2012

2016

2019

2013

NuLife has served 17,934 
clients and beneficiaries from 
2006 to 2021 through its 
counselling and casework and 
outreach initiatives.

Who We Are 
   and What We Do
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Festivities

197

Counselling & 
Casework Clients

Repair & 
Refurbishment 

Client

120

Feeding 
Singapore

374

165

109
Robinhood

72

Lifestyle Improvement 
Project (Tamil New Year)

7

Project 
MEALanthrophy

H2H 
(Head to Heal)

368

H.O.P.E. Online 
Wellness Series 

(Series 1) 

92

Online 
Seminars

1505
Total number 

of NuLife 
beneficiaries

NuLife in Numbers

1

2021
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Clients
U Matter

212

Engagement
Volunteer

120
Ambassadors

28
Champions

55
New Volunteer

148
TOTAL

2017 - 2021

Monthly 
Recurring
Donors

35
41

58 51
27

2015 - 2017

2018

2019 2020

2021

Total number of  
U-Matter clients assisted 

from 2015 - 2021 

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

260

219

218

216

225

2021
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“
Dear NuLife Family,

I hope you and your families have been healthy and 
safe!

How	these	past	two	years	have	flashed	by.	We	
learnt to fuse our physical world - ruled by vaccines, 
boosters, social restrictions and pandemic data points 
- with an omnipresent virtual world punctuated by 
online	meetings	and	Zoom	calls.	

It is during this period of global upheaval that NuLife 
started a new chapter in our eventful history with 
our relocation to commercial HDB units at Blk 153A 
Serangoon	North	Ave	1.	In	many	ways,	this	was	a	
coming home of sorts – we were returning to our 
base in a sense and that was reassuring at a time of 
great	uncertainty.

There was also a sense that, we had, this time 
around,	found	a	permanent	location	for	NuLife.	
NuLife’s growth, fuelled by the ‘no service 
boundaries’	ethos	that	defines	us,	saw	us	reach	out	
to	deserving	beneficiaries	in	all	the	constituencies	
we	found	ourselves	in	over	the	past	few	years.	
We are proud of our ability to respond to varied 
demographics, but we did recognise the need to 
establish a base and leverage the advantage that this 
would	give	us.

We believe that this move to the heartland will 
help position NuLife as a charity that adopts a 
holistic approach towards client welfare through the 
judicious use of its core and secondary services and 
further our commitment to establish partnerships 
with community groups, religious associations and 
Social	Service	Agencies	(SSAs)	on	the	ground.	This	
strengthening of alliances can only maximise the 
impact	of	our	efforts	on	our	beneficiaries	and	lead	to	
a broadening of our client base in a constituency we 
call	our	own.

Much of 2021, therefore, was spent in gradually 
refurbishing	our	two	office	units	tucked	away	on	

the	first	floor	of	Blk	153A.	We	were	determined	
to	aesthetically	reconfigure	the	two	units	into	an	
office	space	and	counselling	rooms;	we	had	never	
had the ability to offer our clients the luxury and 
privacy of private counselling rooms because of 
space constraints and we felt counselling rooms were 
imperative given our renewed focus on counselling as 
our	primary	service.

We were grateful to our family of donors – they know 
who they are – who stepped forward to contribute 
towards	the	financing	of	these	refurbishment	and	
upgrading works which were completed in various 
phases	by	December	2021.	Our	fund-raising	efforts	
saw us receive support from various sources and our 
office	and	counselling	rooms	also	benefitted	from	
in-kind	donations	of	furniture	items	and	accessories.	
I invite you to see the photo spread in this Annual 
Report which bookmarks this transformation from 
January	to	December	2021.

The Ministry of Family and Social Development 
(MSF) backed audit of NuLife in 2021 was 
instrumental in getting us to review, reorganize, re-
align	and	reflect	on	our	core	and	secondary	services,	
organisational strengths and weaknesses, objectives 
that	define	our	outreach	and	delivery	efforts,	the	
role of the stakeholders invested in us and, most 
importantly, the processes, controls and deliverables 
that	are	integral	to	guarantee	the	financial	integrity	of	
an	Institutions	of	a	Public	Character	(IPC)	charity.
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CEO’s Message
As an organisation, we benefitted from the 
scrutiny of the audit. The introspection that 
inevitably followed opened us up to evaluating 
processes and weighing their effectiveness. As 
an IPC registered charity, we are committed to 
maintaining the highest standards of internal 
controls and this was reinforced during the audit. 

In order to further ensure good governance 
and compliance with regulatory processes, 
we completely overhauled our administrative 
and finance functions, established a Finance 
Committee and revamped the Audit Committee 
to reinforce financial accountability. The self-
examination we subjected ourselves to extended 
to our Board and administrative committees, 
which were reformed to ensure that periodic 
assessments were carried out to ensure alignment 
with work plan objectives. 

The changing of the guard both at the Board 
and individual committee levels brought forth 
an influx of new members with proven expertise 
in diverse domains to generate new ideas and 
encourage novel approaches to how NuLife could 
continue to adhere to its chosen values and ethos 
while readying itself for the challenges ahead: 
challenges facing the social services sector and 
the more defined trials that a small charity like 
NuLife will face particularly with respect to fund-
raising and sustainability.

This process also led us to recognise the need 
to embrace technology and adopt digitisation as 
the way forward. We went ahead with sweeping 
digitisation to improve accessibility at all times 
to required case files and official documents, 
declutter the office and make efficient use of 
available storage space and reduce the cost 
burden of having to rent storage units to stockpile 
files. I’m happy to say that we are almost up to 
speed on our digitisation efforts.

As I look ahead to 2022, I am filled with renewed 
enthusiasm that in realigning ourselves to our 

primary service – counselling – we are streamlining 
our objectives to make sure that both our outreach 
efforts and secondary programmes like RobinHood 
and Repair & Refurbishment support our assurance 
to provide wide-ranging assistance to our clients 
and	beneficiaries.	

We believe that strong collaborations between 
NuLife and partner organisations allow us to work 
in a concerted manner to ensure that our efforts 
reach the most vulnerable, helping build stronger 
families	and	communities	in	the	long	run.	

I look forward to your continued support to learn 
and	grow.

Best wishes,

Sheena Jebal
CEO,  
NuLife Care & Counselling Services

”
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The Promise of New Beginnings

2021
January
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2021
December

The Promise of New Beginnings There are no words that can adequately express NuLife’s gratitude
to its well-wishers and donors.

•	 Mr	Mohamed	Abdul	Jaleel,	Chief	Executive	Officer	and	Founder,	Mini	Environment	Services	
(MES)	Group	of	Companies,	whose continued support has allowed us to nestle in our new home

•	 Mr	N	G	Chanrai,	whose unwavering support has been instrumental in allowing NuLife to continue 
its outreach work.

•	 Mr	P	Gunasaharan,	whose generous donations enabled NuLife to embrace a comfortable and 
conducive work environment
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January

Cooked Food (Han Wei)

March

Cooked Food (Revathi)

A Year in Review
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April

Frozen vegetables (Willing Hearts)

Lifestyle Improvement Project (Phase 3)
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May

Together We Have It All  - Plus Sized Linen Shirt Distribution

JulyCooked food (Mr & Mrs Manosh Vijay)

Coping with the Loss of a Loved One (Webinar)

A Year in Review
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September

October

Together We Have It All  - Rations Distribution with 
Susila Ganesan, Dr Indrayogan & team

H.O.P.E. Online Wellness Series 1
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October

November

Together We Have It All  - Shoe Cabinet Distribution with ECCSG

Together We Have It All - Festive Cookies Platter Distribution  
with S Chandrakala

A Year in Review
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December

ECCSG Christmas Gift Distribution

KC Boyz Christmas Gift Distribution
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Making a Difference
Client Y came to NuLife’s attention during the Tamil New Year care pack distribution as a referred client from a 
partner	Social	Service	Agency.	The	client’s	rental	flat	was	poorly	maintained	and	the	living	conditions	were	not	
ideal	for	a	young	family	with	five	dependent	children.

The	client’s	living	room	and	bedroom	were	fitted	with	linoleum	floor	matting	and	three	doors	and	one	gate	
were	re-painted	with	high	gloss	enamel	paint.	The	living	room,	bedroom,	kitchen	and	toilet	of	the	two-bedroom	
rental	flat	shared	by	seven	members	of	the	client’s	family	were	entirely	re-painted.	The	flat	was	refurbished	
with	pre-loved	furniture	items	including	a	kitchen	cabinet,	five-door	wardrobe,	sofa	set	and	bed	set	(mattress	
included)	delivered	through	NuLife’s	RobinHood	programme.	Minor	decluttering	services	were	also	provided.

NuLife receives calls from donors and well-wishers desirous of donating pre-loved household furnishings and 
accessories.	The	Robinhood	project,	one	of	our	most	successful	initiatives,	enables	the	delivery	of	these	items	
to	deserving	beneficiary	homes.	We	believe	in	the	sustained	long-term	impact	programmes	like	Repair	&	
Refurbishment	and	RobinHood	have	on	the	health	and	well-being	of	our	beneficiaries,	particularly	when	they	
are	backed	by	psychoeducation	provided	by	NuLife	counsellors.

Our	grateful	thanks	to	donor	Rohan	Sureash	for	his	$1000	pledge	to	this	initiative.
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Client Y

I had not heard of NuLife before you came to our 
house and was very surprised when I was asked what 
we needed. I cannot work and my husband’s salary 
is not enough so we manage with what we have. I 

am excited now when I look around me and see my 
home, but I am really very happy for my kids. You 

have changed the way we live. You gave us things we 
needed, but you also taught me the importance of 

creating space by decluttering and keeping the living 
area neat and clean.

My children were very excited with the McDonald’s 
treat and thrilled when they received the Christmas 
gifts – they didn’t know what they were receiving – 
and my son who loves football was overjoyed when 

he got a football. We have always enjoyed playing 
Monopoly as a family but we never had the money 
to spare to buy the game. We always borrowed it 

from our neighbours and gave it back quickly. Now, 
whenever we have time to be together as a family, 

we play it with our new set.

I now know that social service agencies give this kind 
of help also. I did not know that earlier. I realise that 
I can now ask for these things. I am very grateful to 
NuLife for the support NuLife gave me to improve 

the condition of my home.”

“
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When the Head is Held High..
Counselling and casework clients speak about their deeply personal journeys of self-awareness 
and growth as they talk about how NuLife’s primary services helped them rise up to challenges, 
gain confidence and develop a fresh outlook.

NuLife was able to lift me up when my father passed 
away.	 I	 had	never	 heard	of	NuLife	 before.	 I	 got	 to	
know	NuLife	on	the	day	my	father	passed	away.	My	
father was independent and didn’t like seeking help – 
this could have been one reason why I had not heard 
of NuLife although NuLife had conducted outreach 
in	my	area.

I couldn’t think on the day my father passed away 
and	NuLife	was	my	other	brain.	They	were	my	other	
voice	 to	 help	 me	 pull	 the	 strings	 together.	 They	
consulted me for decisions but they made sure that 
all the arrangements were made at a time when I 
did	 not	 know	what	 to	 do.	 I	 wouldn’t	 have	 trusted	
any other organisation to follow up and liaise with 
the undertaker and make arrangements on mortuary 
matters.	There	were	so	many	things	to	take	care	of	
and	I	was	alone	but	I	never	felt	alone.	I	am	grateful	
that the funeral service was conducted pro-bono, 
as	I	would	not	have	been	able	to	pay	for	 it.	 I	have	
minimal	 funds.	 NuLife	 made	 sure	 that	 my	 father’s	
wish	for	a	Buddhist	send-off	was	made	possible.

My brother is handicapped by cerebral palsy and 
my	father	was	his	primary	care-giver.	 I	was	initially	

reluctant to place my brother in a nursing home, but 
NuLife helped me understand that this was possibly 
the	most	suitable	place	for	him.

I initially felt quite uncomfortable and weird when 
I was attached to my counsellors on the very day 
that	my	father	passed	away.		I	had	never	talked	to	
strangers	as	I	had	always	had	my	father.	But	my	
counsellors have now become my friends, and I am 
grateful	that	I	have	them	in	my	life.	I	am	grateful	
to NuLife for accompanying me to get my COVID 
vaccinations done as I had not 
had	them	before.	They	also	
offered a pro-bono disinfection 
of our home and installed a water 
heater	and	replaced	a	faulty	tap.

Thank you for being my brain 
and my voice when I was at 
a	complete	loss.	I	am	
forever	grateful.

Julia Ong ”

“

There is so much that has changed about D and I realise 
that	it	is	a	result	of	the	counselling	he	has	received.	D	
doesn’t speak much at home and things are made even 
more	challenging	because	of	his	autism	spectrum.	He	
was never really receptive to suggestions or advice 
earlier.	 He	 used	 to	 have	 a	 standard	 response	 –	 he	
would	usually	storm	off	or	 talk	back.	He	now	listens	
more and although he may take his time to comply, 
the biggest change we see is that he is now open to 
talking,	open	to	listening	and	open	to	suggestions.

As parents, we tend to jump to solutions because 
we	are	eager	 to	find	a	way	out	and	siblings	may	not	
always	 have	 the	 patience	 or	 be	 able	 to	 understand.	
Counselling has given him me time and I think that 
was	very	important	for	him.	He	does	not	feel	judged	or	
called	to	question.	Counselling	has,	no	doubt,	provided	
him a channel to rant and vent his feelings, but it has 
also, more importantly, given him new perspectives – 

he has learnt to see other points of view than his own 
and	he	now	has	ideas	to	improve	himself.

I think he feels like he got something off his chest 
after	his	sessions	because	we	find	him	definitely	more	
cheerful	and	joyous.	This	has	a	lot	to	do	with	the	
fact that he really relates to the two male counsellors 
assigned	to	him.	He	has	learnt	from	them	and	he	
feels	more	motivated.	Counselling	
therefore has been very good 
for him because of the manner 
in which he has learnt to accept 
other ways and other ideas and 
we	are	happy	about	that.

Nurul Indriati Binte 
Darni  
(Parent)

”

“
(Client	 scattering	 her	 father’s	
ashes	at	the	Garden	of	Peace)

(Client	with	parent)
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When the Head is Held High..
I have known NuLife for many years. I got to know of them through Facebook. My husband was 
incarcerated on and off for many years and I needed someone to talk to. I had three young children 
and that’s when I first benefitted from NuLife’s counsellors. They came to me whenever I was down – 
I did not have to travel to them. They brought me to sunlight when my husband was not around and 
I needed to vent my anger and my frustration. I’m not saying that the sadness or heaviness was not 
there, but they lifted my spirits and gave me ideas to come up in life as a single mother with three 
dependent children. I felt I was heard.

My daughters also attended counselling sessions at NuLife – they were able to share things with their 
counsellors that they could not share with me. Family and friends don’t always understand and they 
tend to advice. The counselling sessions provided a neutral ground – there was no judgement. I soon 
began to see a tremendous change in myself and counselling helped me become a better mother. I 
know that I am a better mother now.

Chitra d/o Munusamy”

“

I am a single mother and in survival mode but counselling helped 
me see myself in a new light as a new person. My self-confidence 
has improved tremendously and I am now able to stand on my 
own feet because of the constant encouragement I receive from my 
counsellors. I feel I can do things on my own. Baking is my passion. 
I have been gently encouraged to turn it into an online business and 
now I am not dependent on anyone for money except for the financial 
assistance I receive. Even the one or two orders I receive every week 
or month make me very happy and proud.

What I value most is the security I have always received from NuLife; 
the confidence it gives me to speak to them and the trust I have 
that they are here to listen and rescue me when I most need them. 
My marriage was complex – my husband was incarcerated and later 
committed suicide – but I loved him unconditionally and this love 
was always understood.

My	counsellors	were	there	for	me	at	a	very	difficult	time	in	my	life.	
I did not have a job and I had a family to care for and I was not sure 
how	I	would	cope	with	my	responsibilities.	I	was	not	able	to	share	
my	problems	with	friends	or	family.	It	is	difficult	to	open	your	heart	
to	family	members.

I have a handicapped son and I felt miserable as I was unwell and did 
not have the energy to push the wheelchair for him so he was cooped 
up	inside	the	house.	I	was	very	grateful	for	the	motorised	wheelchair	
that	we	received	from	the	temple	thanks	to	NuLife.	It	allowed	him	to	
move	around	independently	and	this	took	a	big	burden	off	my	mind.	
I am the caregiver for my son and I am trying to hold things together 
for	my	family.	I	was	not	sure	how	I	would	cope	with	these	emotional	
responsibilities	in	addition	to	the	financial	struggles	we	faced	as	I	lost	
my	job	and	I	was	unable	to	find	another	one	because	of	my	health	
issues.	I	am	thankful	for	the	support	and	encouragement	I	received	
from my counsellors – it gave me courage to know that someone was 
listening	to	me	and	knew	what	I	was	going	through.

Sundrampillai 
Indrani”

“

(Home	visit	by	the	CEO)

(Client	with	her	late	husband)
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How long have Sri Darma Muneeswaran Temple 
(DMT) and NuLife been collaborating partners? 

DMT	and	NuLife	have	been	affiliated	for	more	than	
10	years.	NuLife	used	to	render	its	social	report	

services on a pro-bono basis to DMT, but a Service 
Agreement with an honorarium charge was put in 

place	as	our	referrals	increased.	

What services does NuLife provide DMT? How 
would you describe the partnership?

DMT	and	NuLife	share	an	excellent	partnership.	We	
tend to get a number of referrals from the public for 
food	rations’	assistance.	We	initially	managed	these	

referrals ourselves, but soon realised that it was quite 
a	tedious	task.	A	majority	of	our	temple	staff	are	

Indians and the temple management does not have 
the resources, expertise or knowledge (professional 

skills in social work or counselling) to ensure the 
proper	processing	of	these	incoming	referrals.	

We then felt that working in collaboration with a 
Social Service Agency (SSA) like NuLife would be 
better as they can assess referrals in a professional 
manner.	We	felt	that	a	SSA	would	also	be	able	to	
provide extended support to these referred clients 
through its reach of services and programmes and/

or direct them to relevant community agencies for 
further	assistance.	NuLife	assesses	the	referred	clients	
and	reports	their	findings	in	the	form	of	a	food	rations	

assessment	report.	

How do these services make an impact on those 
who contact you for assistance?

We	find	the	assessment	reports	provided	by	NuLife	
very useful as it enables the temple to understand 
whether those seeking food rations assistance are 
genuinely deserving of it or are merely shopping 
around	for	assistance	wherever	they	can.	The	

comprehensive food rations assessment report allows 
us	to	have	an	overview	of	the	referred	beneficiary’s	
situation and we trust that the recommendation is 
given	following	a	thorough	assessment	by	NuLife.  

Why are such collaborative partnerships important? 

The temple is willing to render community assistance 
and support, but we need to ensure that the 

assistance	and	support	reaches	and	benefits	those	
who	truly	deserve	it.	Our	partnership	with	NuLife	has	
facilitated	this.	There	is	satisfaction	in	knowing	that	
rightful and holistic assistance is being rendered to 

those	in	need.	

Yoganathan 
Ammayappan 

Committee Member,  
DMT  

Partnering for a Better Tomorrow
I	had	a	really	good	experience	as	an	intern	counsellor.	NuLife’s	role	is	crucial	–	it	renders	assistance	to	those	

who are disadvantaged and offers young and aspiring counsellors many opportunities to grow and hone 
their	skills,	thus	empowering	two	important	stakeholders.	The	assistance	rendered	to	clients	is	holistic	and	it	
enables	more	than	solutions	to	here	and	now	problems.	It	was	only	after	I	made	the	transition	to	become	a	
Board member, did I understand that it took passion, commitment, hard work and dedication on the part of 

many	different	stakeholders	to	execute	and	effect	change.

I realised that leveraging volunteer skills is as critical as overseeing the various audit and administrative tasks 
that	make	us	accountable.	It	is	this	teamwork	across	multiple	disciplines	that	is	required	so	the	wheels	of	the	
organisation	are	continuously	in	motion.	The	productive	mobilisation	of	resources	is	yet	another	learning	

curve.	NuLife	plays	a	key	role	in	ensuring	that	more	than	just	the	immediate	needs	of	those	who	approach	us	
are	taken	care	of.	This	interest	in	the	long-term	benefit	of	the	client	is	what	makes	NuLife	unique.	

While face-to-face contact is important, we can work on optimising a hybrid model of counsellor-client 
interaction	to	ensure	sustained	impact	given	the	mental	health	toll	of	the	pandemic.

NuLife builds a community within to build communities outside by enabling enriching partnerships between 
professionals and budding counsellors, so knowledge and best practices are shared and mentoring is more 
than	just	a	byword.	This	is	our	strength	and	one	that	we	need	to	build	on	so	we	are	always	able	to	put	our	

best	foot	forward	for	our	clients. ”

“
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Yoganathan 
Ammayappan 

Committee Member,  
DMT  

Melissa Lim
President, Brain Tumour Society (Singapore) 

Limited (BTSS)  

How long have Brain Tumour Society (Singapore) 
Limited (BTSS) and NuLife been collaborating partners?

I first met Dr Jebal at a Highly Effective Social Services Leader 
Workshop organised by the Commissioner of Charities in 

partnership with the  Singapore University of Social Sciences. 
We decided to formulate a Service Agreement between both 

organisations in 2020 and this was further renewed in 2022 for a 
two-year period.

How would you describe the partnership? How have 
NuLife’s services made an impact on your beneficiaries?

BTSS serves brain tumour patients and caregivers of brain 
tumour patients, who have to accept and adapt to life impacting 

diagnoses. Many have experienced drastic changes to their 
physical and  cognitive abilities and even personalities. 

Patients and caregivers also experience trauma associated with 
their diagnoses. NuLife’s counselling services gives them the 

professional support and guidance that complements BTSS’ peer 
support programmes. I am glad for this partnership as it is an 

ideal arrangement between both organisations. NuLife provides 
the counselling expertise that BTSS needs without having to 

commit a full time-resource to this area.

I also like the attachment of two counsellors to each client and 
much appreciate the charges, which are reasonable at $50 per 

session.

Why are such collaborative partnerships important? 

It is critical that Social Service Agencies (SSAs) collaborate. 
Each SSA has its unique, core objective that is its niche area 
of expertise. It is hugely beneficial for SSAs to focus on their 

core services and collaborate with other SSAs to provide non-
core services. Working alongside and in partnership with other 
SSAs helps keep this focus and the exchange of resources and 

networking. This is the best way to manage the delivery of 
services and avoid duplication.

Partnering for a Better Tomorrow

Edwina  
Shi-En Yeo
Member of the  

Board of Directors

”
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Partnering for a Better Tomorrow

Susila Ganesan
Member of the  

Board of Directors

Message from 
P Gunasaharan

”

“

Terrence Jessen
Vice President 

FRC 

We set up Followerz Road Club (FRC) with the intention 
of wanting to pay it forward and cultivating the spirit 
of volunteerism and charity in our children. We share 
a common interest in wanting to teach our children to 
value people and expose them to life as it is around us, 

so they begin to understand how fortunate they are. 

We want them to be grateful for what they have and 
teach them that they must not leave the disadvantaged 
behind when they walk ahead. We want to be vessels to 
spread goodwill and we prefer doing it in kind. All our 
members have different skills and we want to use those 
skills in the service of those who are not as blessed and 

fortunate as us.
 

NuLife serves a diverse group of people with innovative 
initiatives – it thinks out of the box when it looks at 

clients. We are inspired by the work NuLife does and 
amazed at the speed with which NuLife responds to 
a client. We live in a rat-race society where everyone 

is rushed, but when it comes to giving assistance, 
the process is usually slow. NuLife has excellent 
organizational skills and the speed at which they 

execute and implement is swift. This is what makes us 
aligned with NuLife; we want to get things done and we 

think we can do that in partnership with NuLife.
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Partnering for a Better Tomorrow

NuLife Diaries

I identify with NuLife and the work it does and this sense of belonging was further strengthened 
when I got to know and understand in detail how NuLife goes about rendering assistance to its 

beneficiaries.	I	have	yet	to	see	an	organisation	that	responds	with	the	speed	that	NuLife	does	when	
it	is	contacted	for	assistance	and	this	gives	NuLife	a	distinct	identity.	The	process	starts	at	almost	

the	same	time	that	the	paperwork	is	being	handled.	

NuLife is also ready to help anyone regardless of race, religion or language and works with the 
beneficiary	who	needs	assistance	from	their	perspective.	NuLife	tries	its	best	to	place	the	individual	

in	his/her	comfort	zone	and	this	is	a	unique	approach.	

We	have	the	expertise,	but	we	need	more	people	to	know	about	NuLife.	We	need	to	strike	the	
right	balance	and	find	ways	to	encourage	beneficiary	families	and	individuals	to	share	their	stories	
so they can become ambassadors for NuLife and help us garner support from donors and other 
interested	individuals	who	perhaps	are	not	all	aware	of	the	work	that	NuLife	does	on	the	ground.	
It	is	not	just	a	question	of	receiving	financial	support	in	the	form	of	donations.	It	is	also	about	

receiving support services from service providers as this can help us better manage the delivery of 
our	services	to	those	who	most	need	it.

NuLife Diaries, our biannual 
eNewsletter, seeks to keep the 
wider community of clients, 

beneficiaries,	volunteers,	donors,	
board and committee members 
and interested members of the 

public informed of the events and 
outreach activities that complete 

the	NuLife	calendar.	It	is	
published on the NuLife website 
and can be accessed under the 

Transparency	tab.

I wish to give back to society 
as	it	is	my	personal	goal.	I	

felt it’s my moral duty to use 
what	I	have	to	help	others.	A	
sentiment very much rooted 
in my personal values and 

principles.	

I feel assured that my funds are 
being channelled in the right 
way through updates on what 

goes	behind	the	scene.	

I hope more people come forth 
to make a contribution as it 

will go a long way in making a 
difference	in	a	person’s	life.

”

“

”

“
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The Power of Listening
NuLife has been attracting a wide cross-section of intern counsellors intent on maximising their 
exposure on the ground while pursuing their graduate studies. These intern counsellors are 
provided a valuable opportunity to explore various facets of the counsellor client relationship and 
understand the workings of a charity while they fulfil the requirements of their practicum. 

We hear from a selection of 2021 graduates as they reflect on their journey towards becoming a 
professional in the social services sector.

I was looking for a non-profit organisation aligned 
with my purpose of providing counselling services 
for clients from diverse backgrounds and I decided 
to intern at NuLife given that it offers a wide range 
of social services beyond counselling support for 
clients with diverse needs from different cultures 
and walks of life. The structured internship 
framework ensures that procedures and processes 
are appropriately followed. This helps clarify an 
intern’s responsibilities to better align them to the 
organisation’s goal of providing quality services to 
its clients. 
 
I was challenged to move away from my comfort 
zone into an ambitious scope that provided me with 
a greater sense of self-awareness and enhanced 
professional growth and development.   I learned that 
counselling is about curiosity and creativity, and not 
only about theory and technical frameworks. The 
buddy system allows for collaboration, collective 
brainstorming, combining strengths, compensating 

for each other’s blind spots and sharing broader 
perspectives. This meant that we had to overcome 
interpersonal conflicts and maintain flexibility to 
ensure the best possible outcomes for the clients. 
 
NuLife’s holistic approach enables clients to have 
a one-stop shop to address their multiple needs. 
The workshops (e.g. H.O.P.E series) and community 
outreach programs (e.g. food drives and distribution 
efforts) help foster well-being and address many of 
the more practical needs of the clients and their 
families. NuLife has a systematic process to hold 
itself accountable for quality services to address 
social issues and this made my internship here a 
truly valuable learning experience.”

“

Angeline Lim
James Cook University  
(JCU) 

I attended The Invisible Struggle, NuLife’s 2019 
symposium.	I	was	moved	when	a	NuLife	client	testified	
about her challenges and shared her gratitude for the 
organisation’s	 faithfulness	 and	 enduring	 care.	 As	 a	
trainee counsellor who had just began her career, I 
was inspired to provide both physical and emotional 
support	to	the	community.	Three	letters	best	summarise	
my internship experience at NuLife: C (commitment), P 
(people),	R	(relationships).		

NuLife emphasises the importance of commitment to 
clients,	buddy	counsellors	and	the	organisation.	NuLife	
cherishes	 people	 and	 their	 growth.	 I	 learned	 how	
not to judge clients based on their intake assessment 
reports.	I	remember	how	perplexed	I	initially	was	with	
the layers of social systems involved, but I learnt that 
my duty was to be emotionally present and listen to 
the unspoken thoughts and emotions buried behind 

the	pain.	I	have	realised	how	I	can	respect	the	client’s	
choices instead of trying to control how a session is 
supposed	to	go.

Undeniably,	casework	intervention	can	be	complicated.	
Thanks to this internship, I have an overview of 
the various casework management processes in 
Singapore,	such	as	rental	flat	applications,	post-divorce	
interventions	and	reintegration	planning.	Indeed,	this	is	
valuable	knowledge	for	a	counsellor.”

“
Maria Lieka
Executive Counselling 
Training Academy 
(ECTA)
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I came across NuLife when I was researching a 
site for my internship and I applied because they 
accepted interns and it appeared that they did more 
than just provide counselling sessions for clients. I 
gained first-hand experience in dealing with clients 
virtually.

My biggest learning has been that this internship 
and the opportunities I had to interact with clients 
helped point out my shortcomings and weaknesses, 
but also made me aware of my strengths. I believe 
that this is very important for my personal growth 
as a counsellor. 

NuLife’s motto, ‘Don’t find fault, find a remedy’ is 
direct and eye-catching. It expresses NuLife’s vision 
and the fact that NuLife is an organization that truly 

believes in service without boundaries is seen in the 
clientele they serve. They do not discriminate when 
an individual approaches them for assistance and 
they cater to people of all ages.  

I believe that an organization in the social services 
sector should be one that people of all ages, races 
and gender should be able to access. To this effect, 
NuLife’s service to the community is very valuable.

I decided to intern at NuLife to gain experience in 
the charitable social services space and expose myself 
to the various psychosocial issues that affect us in 
Singapore	 and	 that	 often	 result	 in	 mental	 distress.	
My	internship,	in	that	sense,	has	been	insightful.	The	
experience of having a co-counsellor provided me 
with the opportunity to observe and learn the styles of 
individual	therapists	and	the	impact	of	their	approach.	
This	helped	me	enhance	my	therapeutic	skills.

Overall, the journey has been extremely helpful in 
making	 me	 a	 confident	 and	 competent	 counsellor.	
I	 have	 also	 benefitted	 greatly	 from	 the	 supervision	
sessions and they are the highlight of my internship 
journey.	 I	 have	 also	 become	 more	 aware	 of	 the	

political, social, environmental, economic and legal 
factors	that	could	affect	a	person’s	mental	health.

I	completely	agree	with	NuLife’s	values.	I	always	keep	
those values in mind during my counselling sessions to 
ensure that I try to provide the safest place for clients 
to	share	their	issues	and	concerns	freely.”

“

“
Mehurunnisa Bte  
Nasarudeen
Singapore University  
of Social Sciences (SUSS) 

Thomas Toh
Monash University 

As NuLife is an IPC accredited organisation offering 
counselling and social support, I thought that 
interning here would present opportunities for me to 
broaden my exposure and knowledge of the various 
services within the social service landscape so I can 
provide	holistic	support	to	my	clients.	Indeed,	during	
my counselling internship with NuLife, I had several 
opportunities	 to	 collaborate	 with	 the	 caseworker.	
This broadened my exposure and I understood how 
NuLife’s initiatives extend beyond offering counselling 
support	to	ensure	that	these	clients	and	beneficiaries	
receive	appropriate	and	quality	care.	

I have generally been exposed to a majority male 
environment and I have noticed that the traditional 
notion of masculinity compels men to often suppress 
complicated feelings resulting in unhelpful external 
coping mechanisms such as avoidance, over-
working,	 alcohol	 abuse	 and	even	aggression.	 I	was	
motivated to empower distressed men to normalise 
their feelings and emotions and get them to realise 
that	it	is	definitely	‘okay’	to	‘not	feel	okay’.	
 

Journeying with these clients has also been a personal 
reflective	 process.	 As	 I	 walk	 through	 and	 process	
their emotions, I gain new insights into how I may 
also	navigate	my	life	challenges.		As	a	rehabilitation	
counsellor, I journey with the intellectually 
disadvantaged and those diagnosed with mental 
health	concerns	to	help	them	reintegrate	into	society.	
The casework knowledge from my job and NuLife 
have	helped	me	enhance	care	plans	for	my	clients.

NuLife’s	 motto,	 ‘Don’t	 find	 fault,	 find	 a	 remedy’	
deeply resonates with my personal tagline, ‘Hate the 
sin,	but	 love	 the	sinner’.	NuLife’s	heavily	subsidized	
counselling services and wide range of initiatives go 
a long way in helping the underserved within our 
community. ”

“

Gordon Tan
Monash University
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MEALanthropy
COVID-19 significantly altered the nature of 
both personal and professional relationships 
in untold ways. The therapeutic relationship 
cultivated between counsellor and client was one 
such relationship that was fundamentally altered 
by the safe distancing measures adopted to 
stem the spread of the virus. NuLife counsellors 
transitioned to online counselling to continue 
supporting their clients through this emotionally, 
socially and financially testing period. This 
transition, demanding enough for professionally 
trained counsellors, was particularly difficult for 
those clients who were already buckling under 
the strain of significant life stressors. 

Project MEALanthropy was conceived to re-
introduce the vital ‘human’ touch to counsellor-
client interaction for a carefully selected group of 
clients, whose life circumstances had rendered 
them divorced from even the most casual human 
contact: elderlies living alone and coping with 
mental and physical disabilities, children in single 
parent families who rarely experience the buzz 
of an evening out or, couples racked by financial 
insecurities and struggling to connect.

We tried to creatively design the last counsellor 
client meeting in a relaxed restaurant setting to 
give these clients a chance to see their counsellors 
face-to-face, and get to know them as more than 
just a ‘face on a screen’ following the conclusion 
of their online counselling sessions. We believe 
that facilitating this counsellor client meeting in 
an informal setting ensures clients the security of 
physical contact while they enjoy the thrill of an 
evening out!
 
Project MEALanthropy also allows us to 
value the dedication of our Champions, whose 
steadfast commitment towards the organisation 
and our clients has been invaluable. NuLife is 
represented by our in-house counsellors or staff 
during these meetings. This initiative owes its 
success in no small measure to the stolid support 
we received from partner establishments Srisun 
Express, SpringLeaf Prata Place, Casuarina 
Curry and The Patio, who put the force of their 
weight behind us.  

I believe that one must give back if one is at a 
stage	in	life	when	one	can.	It	is	not	always	about	

money – you can mentor, advise, volunteer 
–	find	your	avenue	to	contribute	in	whatever	

manner you can.	It	is	possible	to	donate	as	well	
in different forms, but food is the best donation 
because it is perhaps the one thing to which a 

person	will	say,	I’ve	had	enough,	thank	you.	They	
will bless you from the heart for giving them the 
gift	of	a	full	stomach.	Access	to	good	food	is	

important	for	everyone.	

Jayanthi
Srisun Express

”

“

I	run	a	restaurant	and	feed	people	every	day.	It	is	difficult	for	me	
to	assess	who	is	really	deserving.	In	supporting	this	initiative,	I	trust	
NuLife’s	assessment.	They	verify	who	is	really	in	need	of	assistance	

and	I	am	very	happy	to	be	able	to	support	them	in	this	manner.	I	have	
long	supported	NuLife	because	I	believe	in	the	work	they	do.	It	gives	
us an opportunity to be a part of a happy occasion for the client, the 

counsellor	who	is	working	with	them	and	NuLife.

Project

Guna
SpringLeaf Prata
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What do you think about Project 
MEALanthrophy and its objectives? 
How important is such an initiative?  
 
Scarlette: I think this is a great initiative as many 
clients may not have the means, time or habit 
to	sit	down	for	a	meal	with	their	family.	Hence	
organising a meal with the client and his/her 
family can provide not only valuable family 
bonding time, but also opportunities for the 
counsellors to understand the family structure 
and	dynamics	better.	This	in	turn	can	help	
the counsellors to identify the client’s needs 
more accurately and determine the appropriate 
interventions	for	the	clients.
 
Zana: This is a wonderful initiative as it provides 
the counsellors an alternative platform to interact 
with	clients.	As	the	saying	goes,	‘Food	brings	
people	together	on	many	different	levels.	It’s	
nourishment of the soul and 
body;	it’s	truly	love.’

What was your reaction 
as a counsellor to meeting 
the client in a restaurant 
setting?
 
Scarlette: It was really nice 
meeting the client in a 
restaurant because it helped 
to make the conversation 
more informal and gave me a 
chance to discover a different 
side of the client – a side that the client did not 
usually	reveal	during	the	counselling	sessions.	
This	was	valuable	for	me	as	a	counsellor.

Zana:	I	was	definitely	nervous	as	it	was	my	first	
face-to-face meeting with the client, but meeting 
the client in a restaurant setting made it far less 
intimidating	for	both	me	and	the	client.	

We decided to support this initiative without any 
second thoughts. I have supported NuLife for years 

as I see them actively following up on projects 
and they work with young people and that is a 
cause I personally believe in. I trust them to be 
there for their clients and beneficiaries beyond 

just doing what is needed at the moment of crisis. 
I have noticed that with NuLife, there is clarity 

about what the project is about, where the money 
is going and the confidence that there will be 

tangible results. 

This is a very worthy initiative as it allows those 
who are not as blessed to enjoy a day out as a 
family which is a pleasure that a lot of us take 

for granted. This project also shows appreciation 
to those who work behind the scenes at NuLife, 

including the counsellors who work pro-bono for 
these clients. This is one of the main reasons why 

we chose to give our support to it.”

“

NuLife interns Scarlette Yuen and Zanariah Yob Ahmad speak about their involvement with 
Project MEALanthropy. 

Did it make a difference to the client-counsellor 
relationship or the counselling process itself?

Scarlette: I think the dinner helped to further develop the 
therapeutic alliance and trust between the counsellors 
and	client.	The	client	became	more	open	in	discussing	his	
challenges during subsequent sessions and more willing to try 
out	new	behaviours	and	coping	skills.	
 
Zana: Having the meeting in a restaurant positively affected 
the client-counsellor relationship and the counselling 
process.	In	fact,	having	a	meal	with	the	client	facilitated	my	
other	sessions	greatly.	The	client	was	able	to	experience	
the human touch of counselling, face-to-face, in a safe and 
relaxed	setting.	Overall,	I	can	say	that	the	therapeutic	alliance	
between myself and the client was better after the physical 
meeting.
 
Do you think the clients enjoyed the experience?
 

Scarlette: I think the client and 
his wife were a bit nervous at 
the start, but as we started to 
talk more, they became more 
relaxed.	It	was	important	for	the	
counsellors to make the clients 
feel that they were welcomed, 
listened	to	and	cared	for.	Covid	
has altered the counselling process, 
but I believe face-to-face contact 
is very important as it really helps 
to strengthen the counsellor-client 
relationship, thereby increasing 
the chances of success in the 

therapeutic	work	we	do.
 
Zana: The client enjoyed the experience greatly and 
constantly	referred	to	it	during	the	counselling	sessions.	I	
feel that initiatives like this should be a part of all online 
counselling	sessions.	It	is	beneficial	to	both	clients	and	
counsellors as it provides opportunities to experience face-to-
face	contact	in	a	social	setting.

Zana Scarlette
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Although PhysioAsia had worked with community 
centres, our collaboration with NuLife signalled 

our first partnership with a charity. This 
provided us a valuable opportunity to reach 
out to a clientele that we usually don’t see in 

our clinics. Many older individuals do not know 
what physiotherapy is and may think that pain 
is normal. We think it is important to spread 
awareness and education about how one can 
prevent injury and pain and when it might be 
important to consult a professional to better 

manage the pain.

 
NuLife is a counselling centre and helps 
people manage emotional upheavals. We 

believe that by working with them, we helped 
bridge the physical body with the emotional 

and psychological self as we focussed on 
the importance of correct breathing and 
the tremendous impact it has on anxiety 

and posture, so people are able to see the 
bigger picture where pain is concerned. Our 

psychological well-being impacts our physical 
well-being and such collaborations offer an 

opportunity to establish connections between 
both from a holistic point of view. Associating 
with a charity that works with financially and 

socially disadvantaged individuals implies 
that this message is widely dispersed in the 

community.

“

U	 Wheel	 of	 Wellness	 (U	 W.O.W)	 brings	 together	
various wellness initiatives like Head to Heal and 
Project	 H.O.P.E	 to	 promote	 physical	 and	 mental	
well-being through relaxation techniques, stretching 
movements, postural realignment and breathing 
awareness.	 These	 initiatives,	 designed	 by	 wellness	
professionals and physiotherapists, present home-
based	routines	that	advocate	self-care.
 

The	first	online	H.O.P.E.	series	of	eight	workshops	
was attended by 368 participants over eight weeks 
from	 September	 9	 to	 October	 28.	 This	 series,	
delivered by physiotherapists from PhysioAsia 
Therapy Centre and supported by funding from 
the North East Community Development Council, 
sought to address salient concerns linked to the 
physical	and	emotional	toll	of	the	pandemic.	

In broad terms, the workshops sought to address: 
postural problems resulting from working from 

H.O.P.E Wellness Series 
        Hold On. Pain Ends 
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Pooja Verma
PhysioAsia Therapy Centre”

 
This series also helped reach this message to a 
specific section of society that has been badly 

hit by the pandemic – the elderly, the physically 
disadvantaged and those stuck indoors with no 
opportunities for outdoor activities. Even basic 
stretching exercises that can be done sitting on 
a chair with no accessories or extra equipment 

allows this group of people to get some movement 
incorporated into their daily lives. By creating 

awareness about the need to understand why our 
body reacts with pain and what one can do to 

prevent it, we hope to shed some light on easy to 
follow exercise and breathing routines that can 
help us remain injury free and physically active.

home and being seated for extended periods of time 
in front of an incorrectly placed computer screen,  
the	heightened	risk	of	injuries	from	accessing	fitness	
routines online, the basics of safe exercising, the 
physiology of injuries and measures to prevent them, 
the mechanics of pain and knowledge of when to 
contact	professionals	for	pain	relief.

In reaching out to a wider audience of clients and 
beneficiaries	 across	 the	 North	 East	 district,	 the	
series presented stretches, breathing techniques and 
exercise do’s and don’ts in an easy to follow format 
with all the movements being demonstrated and 
explained	by	trained	physiotherapists.	The	series	also	
sought to shed light on the simplicity of incorporating 
basic physical movements into daily routines and 
increasing physical activity levels for those who tend 
to	be,	for	various	reasons,	largely	inactive.	

The online format allows us to spread education and 
awareness regarding the importance of a wellness 
practice and the critical role it plays in ensuring our 
physical	and	mental	well-being.
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Coping with the Loss of a Loved One
The online bi-lingual seminar facilitated on July 29 in collaboration with 
Sirpigal explored the vast abyss of grief and the heart-breaking journey of 
coming	to	terms	with	the	loss	of	a	loved	one.	Participants	gained	valuable	
insight	into	the	mechanism	of	grief	–	its	many	forms,	identifiable	signs	and	
symptoms, an understanding of the grieving process and some insight into 
commonly	held	myths	and	misconceptions	surrounding	grief	and	loss.	The	
seminar also explored ways in which one could help oneself or a loved 
one and highlighted the different resources available in the community to 
help navigate the grieving process and the journey towards the gradual 
acceptance	of	loss.

The	webinar	was	made	impactful	through	first-person	testimonies	by	two	
survivors.	The	participants	were	deeply	appreciative	of	 this	 segment	and	
expressed strong support and encouragement for both survivors who had, 
courageously, taken on the mantle of laying bare their experience of this 
deeply	 personal	 struggle	 of	 acceptance	 of	 the	 loss	 of	 a	 loved	 one.	 The	
webinar concluded with a question and answer session that allowed the 
participants to direct questions to guest speaker Gracie from Whispering 
Hope	SG,	an	organisation	that	helps	people	learn	the	skill	of	grieving	well.	

This	is	the	first	in	a	series	of	webinars	we	hope	to	organise	in	collaboration	
with like-minded organisations to spread awareness on pertinent societal 
concerns	and	work	towards	creating	a	more	empathetic	community.

Why did you decide to 
approach NuLife for this 

webinar? 

We were interested in organising a 
bi-lingual seminar. NuLife is a very 

established organisation and we wanted 
someone who could convey the information in 

Tamil in a manner that it could be understood and 
appreciated by all who attended.

What was the response to the webinar?

It was very well received – it was a real eye-opener. 
This is not a topic many people discuss in the 

community. Our feedback found that the webinar 
was comprehensive in its approach and it was 

pitched at the right level. It was not too high-brow 
and could be understood by anyone from any walk of 
life. The highlight of course were the two survivors 

who spoke about their own journeys with grief. Most 
of the participants could relate to them and this 

made the subject real in so many ways.

Why are such collaborative 
partnerships important? 

  We want to contribute towards 
building a resilient community and 

society. Therefore talking about such 
topics is very important even if they 

are seen as taboo subjects. Everyone goes through 
this cycle, but not all of them know that they can 
reach someone for professional help or have the 
knowledge of when they must reach out for help 

from a professional. We want to try and open 
conversations around these topics and will always be 

open to explore opportunities to do the same.

Thiruselvi Rajahgopal
President, Sirpigal
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Going back to the roots
We will consolidate our presence in the Aljunied GRC 
by reaching a larger and more diverse community of 
beneficiaries	 through	 increased	 collaborations	 with	
partner agencies and religious organisations on the 
ground.	This	will	help	strengthen	NuLife’s	identity	as	a	
charity that primarily offers counselling and casework 
support	 and	 additionally	 helps	 ease	 the	 financial	
burden on deserving families with food rations, pre-
loved furniture donations and repair and refurbishment 
works guaranteed by Feeding Singapore, RobinHood 
and Repair &
Refurbishment	respectively.

Keeping the 
internal 
spotlight on
2021 saw us go back to 
the drawing board as a 
result of the Ministry of 
Social and Family
Development (MSF) 
directed audit that led us to examine internal controls 
and review the network of checks and balances that 
guarantee the transparency and accountability critical 
for	an	IPC	registered	charity.

We hope to take this a step further in 2022 with a 
continued focus on improving administrative processes 
and	 streamlining	 the	 finance	 and	 audit	 functions	 to	
build a more linear organisation that is responsive to 
an	 ever-changing	 socio-economic	 context.	 NuLife’s	
Board of Directors and Committee Members 
underwent an overhaul with the induction of members 
with proven skills in diverse domains to buttress our 
commitment to delivering the best possible service to 
our	beneficiaries.

Digitizing will continue to be the buzzword as we 
continue	to	store	files	and	documents	online	and	strive	
to	maintain	a	clutter-free	office.	The	other	area	of	focus	
will be human resources, as we broaden our effort to 
attract the most suitable talent for capability building
projects through initiatives such as the National 
Council of Social Service backed Transformation 
Support	Scheme	(TSS).

Focus on psychoeducation 
We will work towards building partnerships with 
community, social and religious organisations to 
explore the possibility of delivering online talks and 
seminars on issues related to mental wellness and 
well-being.	We	believe	that	the	online	format	is	here	to	
stay and we would like to gather a professional bench 
of	qualified	counsellors	who	can	help	facilitate	online	
discussions and seminars on issues related to mental 
wellness	 for	 specific	 groups	of	 individuals	 in	 English	

and	Tamil.

Exploring private 
counselling 

While NuLife will continue to 
concentrate on assuring pro-bono 

and low-bono counselling and 
casework assistance to those 
who most deserve it, we will 
gradually explore avenues to

provide professional counselling services – in a fee-
paying format – to those individuals who earn more 

than $4,000 and therefore are not eligible for our 
pro-bono	and	low-bono	services.

This will further consolidate NuLife’s identity as a 
counselling centre and help generate much-needed 
income	to	bolster	our	fund-raising	efforts.

Cultivating volunteerism
We were off to a heady start in 2020, with customized 
workshops for our Ambassador, Champion and 
Honeykidz	volunteers.	The	momentum	unfortunately	
stalled through 2021, as the pandemic played itself 
out in all domains of public life and active volunteer 
engagement	as	we	had	hoped	for	became	impossible.	

We were, however, able to lean on our Champions in 
2021, and it was their unstinted and gracious devotion 
to NuLife that allowed us to assist the large number of 
individuals who contacted us on various issues linked 
to widespread anxiety, depression and mental health 
in	the	aftermath	of	the	pandemic.

We hope to get back on track with our Ambassador 
and	Honeykidz	volunteers	in	2022.

Looking Forward to 2022
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The Faces Behind the Scene

Pushpalatha  
Sheena Jebal 

Tan Yong Chuan 
Jacqueline

Kayeelasam 
Majeswary

Junita Devi  
d/o Sockalingam 

Shoba Verghese

Elango 
s/o  Subramaniam 

Edwina  
Shi-En Yeo

Roselyn Rebecca, 
Robertson 

Hitomi Sano 

Wong Yee Seng 
Jeremy

Susila Ganesan 

Naaz Fathima 

Dr T Chandroo 

Vellu s/o Venu 

Kaushikee Ghose

Eileen  
Goh Min Hui  

Quek Swee Hee, May 

Fiona Denny 

Naina Bhatia  
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The Faces Behind the Scene

Julya Siti Azura 
Saripi 

Normanisha Binte 
Sarmani 

Saraswathy 
Arumugam 

Kandrikar 
Mohamed Akmal  

Han Ching Ching 
Emmeline 

Esther  
Oon-Bybjerg 

Priyanitha 
d/o Kalaiselvan 

Sarann Johnson 

Kanageswari 
d/o Krishnasamy 

Lingeswaran s/o 
Karupaiah 

Siti Nur Diyanah 
Hardy  

Ratadevi 
Viswanathan 

Rajeswari 
d/o  Kayeelasam

Lim Yuan Chuan 
Jonathan  

Belleza Gilzen 
Asuncion 

Koh Han Wei  

Abdul Hakim Bin 
Adzhari 

Dr Radhika  
Lakshmanan 

Dharmambal Shanti 
Jayaram 

Buvaneswari 
d/o Karunanithi  
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Organisation Chart
Accountant

External Auditor

Service Provider

YTK Management Consultants Pte Ltd

Tan, Chan & Partners

Ms Phyllis Ng (1224 LLP)
Ms Sarala Devi S.

Ms Foo Tze Ern Shirlyn
SPARC Technologies

Audit Committee Finance Committee

Ms Kayeelesam Majeswary (C)
Ms Koh Han Wei

Ms Dharma Jayaram
Ms Ratadevi Viswanatham

Mr Kandrikar Mohamed Akmal

Mr Vellu s/o Venu (C) & (T)
Ms Edwina Shi-En Yeo (VC)

Mdm Saraswathy Arumugam
Mr Lingeswaran s/o Karupaiah

Ms Belleza Gilzen Asuncion

Nomination Committee

Ms Edwina Shi-En Yeo (C)
Mr Vellu s/o Venu
Ms Hitomi Sano

Mr Wong Yee Seng Jeremy
Ms Tan Yong Chuan Jacqueline

Ms Kayeelasam Majeswary
Ms Susila Ganesan

Ms Kaushikee Ghose

Fundraising Committee

Mr Wong Yee Seng Jeremy (C)
Ms Fiona Denny

Ms Esther Oon-Bybjerg
Ms Kanageswari d/o Krishnasamy
Ms Buvaneswari d/o Karunanithi
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Board of Directors
Ms Tan Yong Chuan Jacqueline (C)

Ms Hitomi Sano (VC)
Mr Vellu s/o Venu (T)

Mr Wong Yee Seng Jeremy
Ms Kayeelasam Majeswary
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Ms Susila Ganesan

Ms Kaushikee Ghose
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Advisors
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Ms Pushpalatha Sheena Jebal

YTK Corporate Secretariat Pte Ltd
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Mdm Quek Swee Hee, May
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Ms Tan Yong Chuan Jacqueline (C)
Ms Susila Ganesan (VC)

Ms Junita Devi d/o Sockalingam
Ms Eileen Goh Min Hui

Mr Lim Yuan Chuan Jonathan
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Corporate Governance Report 
Financial Year 2021



1. BOARD GOVERNANCE 

 

1.1 BOARD ROLES AND COMPOSITION 

 

Board Composition 

 

The members of the Board for the financial year ended 31 December 2021 were as 

below: 

 

Name Board Role  Role Appointment Date  

Ms Tan Yong Chuan 

Jacqueline1 

Chairman 10 December 2019  

 

Ms Sano Hitomi2  Vice Chairman  1 October 2018   

Mr Vellu s/o Venu Treasurer  1 October 2018  

Mr Wong Yee Seng Jeremy Member  1 October 2018  

Ms Kayeelasam Majeswary3 Member  25 June 2021  

Ms Edwina Shi-En Yeo4 Member  25 June 2021  

Ms Susila Ganesan5 Member  25 June 2021  

Ms Kaushikee Ghose6 Member  25 June 2021  

 

 

Remarks: -  

¹Ms Tan Yong Chuan Jacqueline was appointed as Chairman in place of Mrs Shoba 

Verghese following conclusion of Annual General Meeting held on 25th June 2021.  

 
2Ms Sano Hitomi was appointed as Vice Chairman in place of Dr Thirumalai 

Chandran @ T Chandroo following conclusion of the Annual General Meeting held 

on 25 June 2021.  

 
3Ms Kayeelasam Majeswary was appointed as Trustee (Director) and member of 

Board of Trustee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and 

Board of Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.  

 
4Ms Edwina Shi-En Yeo was appointed as Trustee (Director) and member of Board of 

and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees 

held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.  

 
5Ms Susila Ganesan was appointed as Trustee (Director) and member of Board of 

Trustee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of 

Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.  

 
6Ms Kaushikee Ghose was appointed as Trustee (Director) and member of Board of 

Trustee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of 

Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.  

 

To ensure objectivity in decision-making, the Board is totally independent from the 

staff working for the organisation where the staff is not allowed to chair the Board 

and the numbers of staff who joined the Board do not comprise more than one-third 

(1/3) of the Board. 

 



The following are included in the Terms of Reference (“TOR”) of Board which form 

part of the Corporate Governance Manual adopted by the organisation in 2016 and 

was updated as of December 2021: -  

 

• Job descriptions of office bearers 

• Responsibilities of individual board members 

• Board membership (under TOR of Board) 

• Role of Chairman of Board (under TOR of Board) 

• Procedures of meetings (under TOR of Board) 

• Tenure of the board member (under TOR of Board) 

• Appointment and resignation procedure (under TOR of Board) 

 

 

Appointment, Retirement and Re-election of Trustees 

 

The Nomination Committee oversees the appointment, resignation, retirement and re-

election of Trustees in accordance with the requirement of the Singapore Companies 

Act, Cap. 50, Charities Act, Cap. 37, and Constitution of organisation. An insolvency 

search will be conducted for each Trustee to ensure that he/she is not undischarged 

bankruptcy person and qualified to act as Trustee (Director) of the organisation. 

 

In accordance with the Constitution, at each Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the 

organisation, one-third (1/3) of the Trustees for the time being or, if their number is not 

three or a multiple of three, then the number nearest one-third, shall retire from office. 

A retiring Trustee shall be eligible for re-election. The Trustees to retire in every year 

shall be those who have been longest in office since their last election, but as between 

persons who became Trustees on the same day those to retire shall (unless they 

otherwise agree among themselves) be determined by lot. 

 

Pursuant to the Regulation 51 of the Constitution, Mr Vellu s/o Venu, Ms Sano Hitomi 

and Mr Wong Yee Seng Jeremy shall retire by rotation at the forthcoming AGM and 

each of them, being eligible, would offer themselves for re-election at the forthcoming 

AGM.  

 

Retirement of Trustees   

Dr Thirumalai Chandran @ T Chandroo retired on 25 June 2021 

Ms Pushpalatha Sheena Jebal retired as ex-officio on 25 June 2021 

Mr Elango s/o Subramaniam retired on 30 September 2021 

   

Appointment as Advisors  

Dr Thirumalai Chandran @ T Chandroo was appointed on 25 June 2021 

Mdm Quek Swee Hee, May was appointed on 25 June 2021 

Mr Elango s/o Subramaniam was appointed on 12 October 2021 

 

1.2 BOARD COMMITTEES  

 

The Board has established six (6) Board Committees, namely: -  

(i) Audit Committee;  

(ii) Finance Committee;  

(iii) Nomination Committee;  



(iv) Human Resources and Volunteer Committee;  

(v) Programme and Services Committee; and   

(vi) Fundraising Committee;  

to assist the Board in fulfilling its duties and responsibilities, as well as to consider 

certain issues and factions in more details. Each Board Committee has a formal Term 

of Reference (TOR) and has been granted certain delegations.  

 

 

(i) Audit Committee 

 

The Audit Committee is responsible for the monitoring and review of: -  

• Accounting, financial reporting and disclosure processes and procedures;  
• Risk management (financial, fraud and legal risks) and internal control systems; 

Internal audit (resources, performance and scope of work);  

• External audit (qualifications, independence, engagement and fees); 

• Compliance (legal, regulatory and charity policies); and  

• Interested persons transactions (IPTs).  

 

The Audit Committee consists of five (5) members: -  

Ms Kayeelasam Majeswary (Chairman) ¹ 

Ms Koh Han Wei2 

Ms Dharmambal Shanti Jayaram3  

Ms Ratadevi Vishwanatham4 

Mr Kandrikar Mohamed Akmal5 

  

¹Ms Kayeelasam Majeswary was appointed as Chairman of the Audit Committee in 

place of Mr Elango s/o Subramaniam and this was approved at  meetings of Nomination 

Committee and Board of Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively. 

 
2Ms Koh Han Wei was appointed as a Member of the Audit Committee and this was 

approved at  meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held on 21 June 

2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively. 

 
3Ms Dharmambal Shanti Jayaram was appointed as a Member of the Audit Committee 

and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees 

held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively. 

 
4Ms Ratadevi Vishwanatham was appointed as a Member of the Audit Committee and 

this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held on 

21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively. 

 
5Mr Kandrikar Mohamed Akmal was appointed as a Member of the Audit Committee 

and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees 

held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively. 

 

Mr Vellu s/o Venu retired as a member of the Audit Committee and this was approved 

at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustee held on 21 June 2021 and 

25 June 2021 respectively.  

 



Dr Thirumalai Chandran @ T Chandroo retired as a member of the Audit Committee 

and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustee held 

on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively. 

 

Ms Sano Hitomi retired as a member of the Audit Committee and this was approved at 

meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustee held on 21 June 2021 and 25 

June 2021 respectively.  

 

Ms Pushpalatha Sheena Jebal retired as a member of the Audit Committee and this was 

approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustee held on 21 June 

2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.  

 

Mr Wong Yee Seng Jeremy retired as a member of the Audit Committee and this was 

approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustee held on 21 June 

2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.  

 

Ms Tan Yong Chuan Jacqueline retired as a member of the Audit Committee and this 

was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustee held on 21 

June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.  

 

(ii) Finance Committee 

 

The Finance Committee is responsible: -  

• To review budgets initially prepared by staff, to help develop appropriate 

procedures for budget preparations, and on a consistency basis between the 

budget and the organisation's plans;  

• To ensure regular and accurate monitoring and accountability for funds and report 

to the Board on any financial irregularities and concerns;  

• To recommend financial guidelines to the Board (such as to establish a reserve 

fund or to obtain a line of credit for a specified amount);  

• To work with staff to design financial reports and ensure that reports are accurate 

and timely;  

• To oversee short and long-term investments, unless there is a separate 

investments committee; and  

• To advise the executive director and other appropriate staff on financial priorities 

and information systems, depending on committee member expertise. 

 

The Finance Committee consists of five (5) members: -  

Mr Vellu s/o Venu (Chairman) ¹ 

Ms Edwina Shi-En Yeo (Vice Chairman)2 

Mdm Saraswathy Arumugam3  

Mr Lingeswaran s/o Karupaiah4 

Ms Belleza Gilzen Asuncion5 

  

¹Mr Vellu s/o Venu was appointed as Chairman of the Finance Committee and this was 

approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held on 21 June 

2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively 

 



2Ms Edwina Shi-En Yeo was appointed as Vice Chairman of the Finance Committee and 

this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held on 

21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively 

 
3Mdm Saraswathy Arumugam was appointed as a Member of the Finance Committee 

and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held 

on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively 

 
4 Mr Lingeswaran s/o Karupaiah was appointed as a Member of the Finance Committee 

and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held 

on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively 

 
5Ms Belleza Gilzen Asuncion was appointed as a Member of the Finance Committee and 

this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held on 

21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively 

 

(iii) Nomination Committee 

 

The Nomination Committee is responsible to: -  

• review the structure, size and composition of the Board;  

• ensure that all Board appointees undergo an appropriate induction and 

orientation programme for them to understand their responsibilities and the 

activities of the Charity;  

• ensure the performance of members of the Board and Board Committees are 

reviewed at least annually; and  

• take the lead in board renewal and succession planning.  

 

The Nomination Committee consists of eight (8) members: -  

Ms Edwina Shi-En Yeo (Chairman)¹ 

Mr Vellu s/o Venu 

Ms Sano Hitomi 

Mr Wong Yee Seng Jeremy 

Ms Tan Yong Chuan Jacqueline 

Ms Kayeelasam Majeswary 2 

Ms Susila Ganesan3 

Ms Kaushikee Ghose4 

 

¹Ms Edwina Shi-En Yeo was appointed as Chairman of the Nomination Committee in 

place of Dr Thirumalai Chandran @ T Chandroo and this was approved at meetings 

of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 

2021 respectively 

 
2Ms Kayeelasam Majeswary was appointed as a Member of the Nomination 

Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board 

of Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively 

 
3 Ms Susila Ganesan was appointed as a Member of the Nomination Committee and 

this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held 

on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively 

 



4Ms Kaushikee Ghose was appointed as a Member of the Nomination Committee and 

this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held 

on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively 

 

Mrs Shoba Verghese retired as a member of the Nomination Committee and this was 

approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustee held on 21 June 

2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.  

 

Mr Elango s/o Subramaniam retired as a member of the Nomination Committee and 

this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustee held 

on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.  

 

Ms Pushpalatha Sheena Jebal retired as a member of the Nomination Committee and 

this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustee held 

on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.  

 

 

(iv) Human Resources and Volunteer Management Committee  

 

The Human Resources and Volunteer Management Committee is responsible to review 

and monitor the effectiveness of human resources and volunteer management 

programmes, as well as to oversee the development and implementation of human 

resources and volunteer policies and handbook in compliance with the relevant statutes, 

regulations, standards and guidelines.  

 

The Human Resources and Volunteer Management Committee consists of eight (8) 

members: -  

Ms Sano Hitomi (Chairman)  

Ms Kaushikee Ghose (Vice Chairman) ¹ 

Ms Han Ching Ching Emmeline  

Ms Naaz Fathima 

Ms Rajeswari d/o Kayeelasam2 

Ms Roselyn Rebecca, Robertson3 

Ms Naina Bhatia4 

Ms Normanisha Binte Sarmani5 

 

¹Ms Kaushikee Ghose was appointed as Vice Chairman of the Human Resources and 

Volunteer Management Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination 

Committee and Board of Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   

 
2Ms Rajeswari d/o Kayeelasam was appointed as a member of the Human Resources 

and Volunteer Management Committee and this was approved at meetings of 

Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 

respectively.   

 
3Ms Roselyn Rebecca, Robertson was appointed as a member of the Human Resources 

and Volunteer Management Committee and this was approved at meetings of 

Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 

respectively.   

 



4Ms Naina Bhatia was appointed as a member of the Human Resources and Volunteer 

Management Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee 

and Board of Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   

 
5Ms Normanisha Binte Sarmani was appointed as a member of the Human Resources 

and Volunteer Management Committee and this was approved at meetings of 

Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 

respectively.   

 

Ms Pushpalatha Sheena Jebal retired as a member of the Human Resources and 

Volunteer Management Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination 

Committee and Board of Trustee held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.  

 

Ms Priyanitha d/o Kalaiselvan retired as a member of the Human Resources and 

Volunteer Management Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination 

Committee and Board of Trustee held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively. 

 

 

(v) Programme and Services Committee  

 

The Programme and Services Committee is responsible to: -  

• oversee, support and coordinate the development and approval of new 

programmes and services;  

• ensure that the new programmes and existing programmes and services are 

consistent with the vision, mission, objective and strategic plans of the Charity; 

and  

• develop annual programme and services budget and recommend same to the 

board.  

 

The Programme and Services Committee consists of eleven (11) members: -  

Ms Tan Yong Chuan Jacqueline (Chairman)1 

Ms Susila Ganesan (Vice Chairman)2 

Ms Junita Devi d/o Sockalingam 

Ms Eileen Goh Min Hui 

Mr Lim Yuan Chuan Jonathan 

Ms Priyanitha d/o Kalai Selvan3 

Dr Radhika Lakshmanan4 

Ms Julya Siti Azura Saripi5 

Ms Siti Nur Diyanah Hardy6 

Mr Abdul Hakim Bin Adzhari7 

Ms Sarann Johnson8 

 

¹Ms Tan Yong Chuan Jacqueline was appointed as Chairman of the Programme and 

Services Committee in place of Mr Wong Yee Seng Jeremy and this was approved at 

meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 

25 June 2021 respectively.   

 
2Ms Susila Ganesan was appointed as a Vice Chairman of the Programme and Services 

Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of 

Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.     



3Ms Priyanitha d/o Kalai Selvan was appointed as a member of the Programme and 

Services Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and 

Board of Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.    

 
4Dr Radhika Lakshmanan was appointed as a member of the Programme and Services 

Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of 

Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.    

 
5Ms Julya Siti Azura Saripi was appointed as a member of the Programme and Services 

Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of 

Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   

 
6Ms Siti Nur Diyanah Hardy was appointed as a member of the Programme and 

Services Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and 

Board of Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   

 
7Mr Abdul Hakim Bin Adzhari was appointed as a member of the Programme and 

Services Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and 

Board of Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   

 
8Ms Sarann Johnson was appointed as a member of the Programme and Services 

Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of 

Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   

 

Ms Pushpalatha Sheena Jebal retired as a member of the Programme & Services 

Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of 

Trustee held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.  

 

Mdm Quek Swee Hee, May retired as a member of the Programme & Services 

Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of 

Trustee held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.  

 

Ms Edwina Shi En-Yeo retired as a member of the Programme & Services Committee 

and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustee held 

on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.  

 

 

(vi) Fundraising Committee  

 

The Fundraising is responsible to: -  

• evaluate the fundraising programmes, communications and marketing initiatives, 

budgets, staffing levels and reporting standards;   

• ensure that the fundraising objectives and the purpose of the Charity are met; 

• assume leadership for the: -  

- development of project proposals to submit to potential donors; and  

- certain types of outreach efforts such as chairing annual gala dinner or hosting 

fundraising parties.  

 

 

 



The Fundraising Committee consists of five (5) members: -  

Mr Wong Yee Seng Jeremy (Chairman)1 

Ms Fiona Denny2 

Ms Esther Oon-Bybjerg3 

Ms Kanageswari d/o Krishnasamy4 

Ms Buvaneswari d/o Karunanithi5 

 

¹Mr Wong Yee Seng Jeremy was appointed as Chairman of the Fundraising Committee 

in place of Mrs Shoba Verghese and this was approved at meetings of Nomination 

Committee and Board of Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   

 
2Ms Fiona Denny was appointed as a member of the Fundraising Committee and this 

was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees held on 21 

June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.     

 
3Ms Esther Oon-Bybjerg was appointed as a member of the Fundraising Committee 

and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustees 

held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   
 

4Ms Kanageswari d/o Krishnasamy was appointed as a member of the Fundraising 

Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of 

Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   

 
5Ms Buvaneswari d/o Karunanithi was appointed as a member of the Fundraising 

Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of 

Trustees held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   

 

Ms Lee Siew Han Trixie retired as a member of the Fundraising Committee and this 

was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustee held on 21 

June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   

 

Mr Mohamed Ameen s/o Mohamed Ibrahim retired as a member of the Fundraising 

Committee and this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of 

Trustee held on 21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   

 

Ms Pushpalatha Sheena Jebal retired as a member of the Fundraising Committee and 

this was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustee held on 

21 June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   

 

Mr Vengadekan Naiker retired as a member of the Fundraising Committee and this was 

approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustee held on 21 June 

2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   

 

Ms Rajeswari d/o Gunalan retired as a member of the Fundraising Committee and this 

was approved at meetings of Nomination Committee and Board of Trustee held on 21 

June 2021 and 25 June 2021 respectively.   

 

 

 

 



1.3 BOARD MEETINGS 

 

The Board met five (5) times for the financial year ended 31 December 2021. The quorum 

of at least three (3) members was fulfilled for each Board meetings held on 26 February 

2021, 28 May 2021, 25 June 2021, 2 September 2021 and 9 December 2021.  

 

The Trustees’ attendance at these meetings are summarised in the table below: 

 

Name of Trustees  Attendance/Number of Meetings Held  

Ms Tan Yong Chuan Jacqueline  5/5 

Ms Sano Hitomi  4/5 

1 meeting - absence 

Mr Vellu s/o Venu  5/5 

Mr Wong Yee Seng Jeremy 4/5 

1 meeting – absence  

Ms Kayeelasam Majeswary 3/5 

3 meetings attended as Honorary Secretary  

1 meeting attended as Trustee 

Ms Edwina Shi-En Yeo Appointed as Trustee – 25 June 2021 

2/5  

Ms Susila Ganesan  Appointed as Trustee – 25 June 2021 

2/5  

Ms Kaushikee Ghose  Appointed as Trustee – 25 June 2021 

2/5 

 

Ms Sano Hitomi, Mr Vellu s/o Venu and Ms Tan Yong Chuan Jacqueline retired as Trustee 

(Director) by rotation and were re-elected in the Annual General Meeting held on 25 June 

2021. 

 

2. CONFLICT OF INTEREST  

 

A Conflict-of-Interest Policy with Conflict-of-Interest Disclosure Form are adopted and 

maintained in place where every member of the Board and Board Committee as well as 

the staff are required to complete the Conflict-of-Interest Disclosure Form upon joining as 

member / staff of the organisation.  

 

Also, each of the Board members is required to disclosure their related party transactions 

or conflict of interest at each Board meeting. Where a conflict of interest arises at a Board 

meeting, the Board member concerned will recuse himself/ herself from the meeting, as 

well as not participate in the discussions and abstain from voting on the matters.  

 

For the financial year ended 31 December 2021: -  

• All the Board members were volunteers where they did not receive any remuneration; 

None of the staff was involved in setting his or her own remuneration;  

• None of the permanent and part time staff recruited were the close member of the 

family of the Board members; and  

• There were no material contracts entered between the organisation involving the 

interest of the Chief Executive Officer (CEO)  

 

 



3. STRATEGIC PLANNING  

 

3.1 OBJECTIVES  

 

The Board review and approve the vision and mission of the organisation periodically to 

ensure that they stay relevant to its changing environment and needs. The vision and 

mission of the organisation is communicated to the stakeholders via social media (e.g. 

website and Facebook), internal compliance manual and policies, as well as the yearly 

Annual Report.  

 

3.2 LONG-TERM PLANNING  

 

The Board has always ensured that there is adequate resource to sustain the organisation’s 

operations and that such resource is effectively and efficiently managed.  

 

4. PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT  

 

The operations and programmes of the organisation are directed towards the achievement 

of the organisation’s objectives.  

 

A total of three (3) programme and service committee meetings were held during the 

financial year ended 31 December 2021 where the committee members discussed and 

updated the progress of programme and services, as well as to ensure that the outcomes of 

each programme were clearly defined. The conclusions made in the programme and 

service committee meetings were circulated to the Board for final review and approval. 

 

 

5. HUMAN RESOURCE AND VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT  

 

The following policies and manuals were in place since 2015: -  

Human Resources Manual (for human resources team)  

Employee Handbook (for employees)  

Volunteer Management Manual (for volunteer management team)  

Volunteer Handbook (for volunteers)  

 

Each of the manual and handbook covers the following areas including but not limited 

to:-  

• Employment process;  

• Remuneration;  

• Fringe and leave benefits;  

• Reimbursements;  

• Performance appraisal;  

• Training and developments;  

• Separation of employment; and  

• Workplace guidelines such as disciplinary action, code of conduct and 

grievances.  

 

Since 2017, a detailed Code of Conduct Policy for staff is in place, and all employees 

of the organisation are covered by the Workmen Compensation Insurance.  

 



A total of three (3) human resources and volunteer management committee meetings 

were held during the financial year ended 31 December 2021. The conclusions made in 

human resources and volunteer management meetings were circulated to the Board for 

final review and approval. 

 

 

6. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROL  

 

6.1 OPERATIONAL CONTROLS  

 

A Financial Control Manual was adopted by the organisation since 2015, which covers 

the following areas: 

• Financial accounting routine and responsibilities;  

• Bank account policy;  

• Petty cash policy;  

• Debtor and creditor management;  

• Payroll;  

• Fixed asset management; and  

• Risk assessment process.  

 

The following internal controls are in place as well: -  

 

(i) Procurement procedures and controls •  

• A Procurement Policy was drafted and approved by the Board on 15 

May 2017.  

 

(ii) Receipting, payment procedures and controls  

• The procedures for bank account transactions (i.e. cash donation, GIRO 

donation and cheque deposits) are documented under the Financial 

Control Manual.  

• The flow chart of payment for invoice and procedure for drawing cheque 

are included in the Financial Control Manual.  

 

(iii) System of delegation of authority and limits of approval was in place  

• A delegated authority documents covering the type of transactions and 

name of authorised personnel in- charge are spelled out under the 

Financial Control Manual. 

 

The internal controls, processes, key programmes and fundraising events were reviewed 

periodically during the quarterly Finance Committee, Audit Committee and Board 

meetings held during the financial year ended 31 December 2021. 

 

6.2 BUDGET PLANNING AND MONITORING  

 

The annual budget was prepared and tabled to the Finance Committee, Audit 

Committee and Board for discussion, review and approval during the respective 

meetings held. The expenditures are monitored as to ensure the expenses incurred 

within the budget or else explanation shall be given during the meetings of Board and 

Board Committee.  



The organisation has budgeted its expenses at $484,152 for the Financial Year 2022. 

The breakdown of the organisation’s budgeted expense is as follows: 

 

Manpower: $320,044 

Other Operating Costs: $164,108 (including governance, administration and 

Programme & Services cost) 

Total Budgeted Expenses: $484,152 

 

 

6.3 CAPITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT  

 

The fixed assets register as of 31 December 2021 was set in place to account for all the 

fixed assets of the organisation.  

 

6.4. RESERVES MANAGEMENT  

 

The organisation’s Operating Reserve Policy is in place currently, since 2017, as to 

ensure that an adequate level of unrestricted net assets is built and maintain in 

supporting the organisation’s day-to-day operations of the event of unforeseen 

shortfalls. As the operating costs have increased as compared to 2017 expenses, the 

Audit Committee has approved to increase the current reserves policy from one (1) 

year’s operating expenses or $120,000 to three (3) times of its annual operating 

expenses during the Audit Committee meeting held on 22 May 2019, followed by the 

approval from the Board members on 22 May 2019. None of the organisation’s reserve 

is invested. 

 

7.  FUNDRAISING PRACTICES  

 

7.1 CONDUCT OF FUNDRAISING  

 

A Fundraising Manual was set in place since 2015 as to ensure that the fundraising 

activities will preserve the integrity and transparency of the organisation.  

 

7.2 ACCOUNTABILITY TO DONORS  

 

The organisation has always ensured that all donors or prospects donors receive 

accurate and ethical advice about the organisation, the intended use of donations as well 

as the value and tax implication of donations.  

 

For instances: -  

• All GIRO donors received an update about the 250% tax deduction on their 

monthly donations upon the attainment of Institutions of Public Character (IPC) 

status of the organisation; and  

• The monthly GIRO donations received are used to support the daily operation costs 

such as salaries and utilities bills and each donor is informed of the intended use 

before their pledge of donations.  

The guidelines on donations received (e.g. GIRO receipts and donation boxes) which 

stated in the Fundraising Manual are strictly abided by the fundraising personnel where 

all donations received are properly accounted for and promptly deposited.  

 



The organisation respects the donors’ confidentiality where the identity and/or 

information of donors will not be disclosed without the prior permission from the 

donors. 

 

7.3 Fundraising Expenses  

The organisation intends to raise $400,000 in the financial year 2022. The fundraising 

expenses will be from the online donation platform fees. At present, the fundraising 

ratio is 0.05%. This is payable to the online platform service provider.  

 

 

8. DISCLOSURE AND TRANSPARENCY  

 

Annual Report  

The yearly annual report is made available to the stakeholders of the organisation via 

the Charity Portal and the organisation website at www.nulife.com.sg, which include 

information on the organisation’s: -  

 

• Organisation chart (board and board committee members and management) 

• Programmes and activities for the financial year  

• Financial highlights  

• Corporate governance report*  

• Audited financial statements   

• Future plans and commitments  

 

*The inclusion of corporate governance report in the Annual Report is in place on 

yearly basis, since the financial year ended 31 December 2017, as to increase the 

disclosure of transparency of the organisation to its stakeholder.  

 

Board Members  

The number of Board meetings held during the financial year ended 31 December 2021 

and attendance of each Board member, on a named basis, was disclosed under “1.3 

Board Meetings” of this Annual Report.  

 

As disclosed under “2. Conflict of Interest” of this Annual Report, all Board members 

were volunteers of the organisation and did not receive any remuneration for their Board 

services for the financial year ended 31 December 2021.  

 

Employees  

The organisation had a total of eight (8) full-time and two (2) part-time staff during the 

financial year ended 31 December 2021: - 

 

Full-time staff:  

Ms Quan Yen-Li Valerie  (since 4 May 2020) 

Ms J Aishwrya  (since 1 July 2020) 

Ms Quek Hui Bing  (since 2 November 2020) 

Ms G Kesha  (since 1 July 2021) 

Ms Patricia  (since 1 October 2021) 
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Part-time staff: 

Ms G Thanya (since 1 January 2018, converted to Part-

time on 3 February 2020) 

Ms Mathangi Kumar (since 2 January 2020) 

 

Resigned staff: 

Ms Khor Su Sen  (from 4 April 2019 – 30 June 2021) 

Ms Shanmugapriya Paskaran  (from 11 August 2021 – 20 August 2021) 

Ms Tan Yan Lee (from 24 June 2021 – 26 October 2021) 

 

None of the abovementioned staff receive annual remuneration exceeding S$100,000/- nor are 

close members of the family of the Executive Head or Board members. 

9. PUBLIC IMAGE  

 

The organisation adopted a Public Relation Manual since 2015, covering the following 

aspects: -  

• Public relation statement and responsibilities  

• Developing media relations  

• Social media and website 

• Recover actions  

• Consistence in message to stakeholders  

 

Ms Pushpalatha Sheena Jebal, being the founder as well as the Chief Executive Officer 

(CEO) of the organisation, is the designated public relation official spokesperson of the 

organisation. 
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